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Abstract

The well-tempered, smoothly converging form of the metadynamics algorithm has been

implemented in classical molecular dynamics simulations and used to obtain an estimate of

the free energy surface explored by the molecular rotations in the plastic crystal, octafluoron-

aphthalene. The biased simulations explore the full energy surface extremely efficiently, more

than four orders of magnitude faster than unbiased molecular dynamics runs. The metady-

namics collective variables used have also been expanded to include the simultaneous orien-

tations of three neighboring octafluoronaphthalene molecules. Analysis of the resultant three-

dimensional free energy surface, which is sampled to a very high degree despite its significant

complexity, demonstrates that there are strong correlations between the molecular orientations.

Although this correlated motion is of limited applicability in terms of exploiting dynamical mo-

tion in octafluoronaphthalene, the approach used is extremely well suited to the investigation

of the function of crystalline molecular machines.

Introduction

In recent years there has been a surge of interest in synthesizing molecules that show promise

as components of functional nano machines. Inspired by the complexity and efficiency of highly

evolved biomolecular motors such as ATP synthase,1 flagella,2,3 and other motor proteins, such as

those found in muscle tissue,4 chemists have designed molecular components resembling molecu-

lar gears,5 turnstiles,6 gyroscopes,7 compasses,8 switches,9 shuttles,10 and even more complicated

components such as molecular motors11,12 and various types of ‘nanovehicle’.13 The overall goal

of these systems is identical to that of their macroscopic and biological analogues: to react to some
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external stimulus; mechanical, chemical, or optical, and produce a coherent mechanical response

that results in some useful work being performed. Of particular interest to the study described here

is the class of crystalline molecular machines,14,15 which are rigid systems of individual functional

molecules that can either interact with one another in a well-defined way, much like a conventional

machine, or act collectively to affect the macroscopic properties of the bulk. Examples of the latter

have already been demonstrated in the liquid crystal phase, where properties of the constituent

molecules have been modified to react to external stimuli, changing bulk properties such as the

color16 or helicity.17 The alternative approach of constructing systems of molecules that mimic

macroscopic mechanical machines presents a significant challenge in crystal engineering, as well-

defined multicomponent systems are needed in which the functions of the individual molecules

can be correlated with one another.

Characterizing the function and behavior of molecular machines and their components is a cru-

cial part of their design and development. Experimentally, UV-vis spectroscopy10,12 and increas-

ingly, NMR,18–26 have given insight into the molecular processes involved and their approximate

rates. Because these systems and their functions are relatively well defined, they are also ideal tar-

gets for theoretical approaches, although covering the range of time scales at which they function,

typically from GHz to Hz,27 is problematic even for modern simulation techniques. The problem is

exacerbated by the necessary treatment of electrons in molecular machines whose motions depend

on excited state transition states or the formation of chemical bonds. Nevertheless, such systems

have been tackled successfully using ab initio approaches, in molecular switches,28,29 rotaxane-

type molecular shuttles10,30 and photochemically-driven, artificial cilia.31 Where conformational

properties and the stochastic behavior of molecules are solely responsible for their function, molec-

ular dynamics (MD)10,20,30,32–34 and molecular mechanics (MM)31,33,35–37 are more useful and can

typically obtain information on processes acting faster than 100 ns. However, even this time scale

is insufficient to investigate the functionality of some of these machines. Moreover, future progress

in this field will be directed towards combining many of these individual molecular components

into functional molecular ‘devices’. Here, it will be increasingly important to be able to fully char-
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acterize correlated molecular motion so that the important design parameters can be assessed and

the functionality tuned.

Our goal here has been to extend the utility of MD simulations in the aforementioned systems

by demonstrating the applicability of the metadynamics algorithm in accelerating the sampling

of rare events and efficiently reconstructing free energy surfaces (FESs) of complex, multidi-

mensional processes. This very promising and increasingly popular simulation technique, first

proposed by the group of Parrinello,38 falls into the general class of umbrella sampling-type sim-

ulation techniques39 in which the simulation trajectory is biased towards areas of interest using

‘artificial’, time-dependent biasing potentials. In metadynamics this potential is a function of well-

defined collective variables (CVs), and is built on the fly during the simulation in such a way

as to approximate the underlying FES in the space defined by those variables. Its success and

increasing popularity in the literature is due not only to the efficiency of the algorithm and the

acceleration it offers in both classical MD and ab initio approaches, but also to its versatility, as

the choice of CVs that can be used is almost limitless. A wide array of CVs have been reported in

the literature:40 structural order parameters to accelerate melting,41 clustering42–44 and binding-

type processes;45,46 phase transitions have been induced using the simulation cell parameters as

CVs;47–49 conformational changes of molecules have been accelerated using intramolecular bond

angles or order parameters for CVs,50–52 including many studies of protein folding53–57 and other

biological processes such as ion gating58,59 and substrate binding;60,61 and finally, simulations of

chemical reactions have been accelerated using simple internuclear vectors, basic atomic coordi-

nates, and coordination numbers as CVs.62–66 This versatility would clearly be a major advantage

to the simulation of molecular machines, where the motions of different molecular components

in a complicated system could each be represented by a separate CV in the multidimensional CV

space of a single metadynamics simulation. The efficiency of the algorithm would then ensure that

this complicated space was fully sampled.

To demonstrate the promise of metadynamics in the simulation of molecular machines, here

we apply the algorithm to the study of the correlated molecular reorientations in the plastic crys-
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tal octafluoronaphthalene (OFN); a model system which mimics a very simple molecular ratchet

mechanism. In our previous studies of this material we showed that even 100 ns long molecu-

lar dynamics simulations are insufficient to sample the full rotation of the molecules, a process

shown to occur by solid-state NMR.32 Our first goal here is to show that the use of metadynam-

ics can make the sampling of this rotation facile, confirming both the effectiveness of the method

and further validating the NMR results in that study. Secondly, we extend the method to sample

from the simultaneous rotational behavior of three neighboring OFN molecules, proving that they

are correlated and investigating the mechanism behind the effect. Although this is a very simple

model system, we hope that the success of the algorithm here will demonstrate its applicability to

the study of much more complicated functional molecular machines and devices. In the following

sections, a more thorough introduction to the metadynamics technique is described (including its

adaptation to study rotational motion in crystals), simulation details are given, and finally results

and conclusions are presented.

Methods

Metadynamics

The metadynamics algorithm38 introduces a time-dependent bias potential, Vb(s, t) (where the

quantity s is the vector of collective variables), that is used to influence and accelerate the dynam-

ics in a predefined set of collective variables that can be calculated from a subset of the particle

positions, R(rN). Vb(s, t) takes the form of a sum of Gaussian markers, with width δ s and height

w, centered at the values of the collective variables that have already been visited by the trajectory

of the system and deposited at a time interval τG;

Vb(s, t) = w ∑
t=τG,2τG...

exp
�
− |s− s(t)|2

2δ s2

�
. (1)
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This potential serves to fill up the wells in the FES of the CVs. As the underlying potential is

compensated for, the system escapes from local minima and can fully sample the energy surface.

Once all of the states have been explored and all the wells filled, the biasing potential is expected

to become a good estimate for the underlying free energy surface, FG(s) = −Vb(s, t → ∞). The

error associated with this estimate has been shown to depend on the metadynamics parameters w,

δ s and τG, as well as properties specific to the system.67 Its origin lies in the false assertion that

the estimate of the free energy obtained from the biasing potential tends towards the real, unbiased

value. In fact, once the biasing potential completely compensates for F(s), the addition of further

Gaussian markers serves to introduce error, so that −Vb(s, t) fluctuates around the correct value of

F(s), with the magnitude of the fluctuations depending on the size of the markers added.

Attempts have been made to control this fluctuation,55,68–70 the most promising of which has

come from Barducci et al.71 Here, a ‘well-tempered’, ‘smoothly converging’ form of the algo-

rithm is proposed, in which the height of the Gaussian markers added is modified according to the

relationship

w = ωe−[Vb(s,t)/∆T ]τG, (2)

where, following the notation of Ref. 71, ω is the bias deposition rate with units of energy per unit

time, Vb(s, t) is the estimate of the free energy at the current CV positions and the current time step,

and ∆T is a tunable temperature-like parameter that controls how quickly w reduces as the wells

are filled. In practice, ∆T also introduces a ‘ceiling’ to the height of Vb(s, t), which can restrict the

trajectory of the CVs to lower energy regions of their phase space. In this scheme, the final value

of the biasing potential is a scaled approximation to F(s):

F(s) =−T +∆T
∆T

Vb(s, t → ∞). (3)

At the beginning of a metadynamics run using this methodology, the biasing potential is zero and

so w = ω , which can be quite a large value, allowing the wells to be filled quickly and leading to a

rapid exploration of phase space. As the wells begin to fill up, w is scaled and progressively smaller
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perturbations are made to Vb, allowing it to smoothly converge to an accurate approximation of

F(s). The values of ω and ∆T are chosen to achieve the best efficiency.

Collective variables for rotational motion in OFN

The key to using the metadynamics algorithm successfully lies in the choice and definition of the

CVs. Here, the orientation of an individual OFN molecule is of interest and so the rotation of

the molecule relative to a fixed, molecular reference frame is used as the CV. What follows in

this section is a description of how this angle and its derivative are defined for the OFN molecule.

However, the approach and the formulations are equally valid in other rigid molecular systems,

only the definition of the molecular frame requires modification. Furthermore, multiple angles

may be simultaneously biased by using a separate CV for each.

Figure 1: The molecular frame used to describe the orientation of the octafluoronaphthalene
molecules. (a) The molecular axes, with the origin at the center of mass of the molecule. Vec-
tors�x and�y are defined relative to collections of atoms in the molecule and�z is their cross product.
(b) The definition of the collective variable used, shown as the polar angle φ . �x0 and �y0 refer to the
axes at time t = 0. Adapted from Figure 4 of Ref. 32.

The projection of the y-axis of the molecular frame onto the x0y0 plane, �yp, was used to define

the angle of rotation,

�yp = �z0 × (�yt ×�z0). (4)

The collective variable is the angle φ between ŷp (where the circumflex denotes a unit vector) at

time t and its value at t = 0, which is equivalent to the starting vector, ŷ0. The definition of φ is
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thus,

cosφ = ŷp � ŷ0. (5)

This is the same angle definition as a standard valence angle with the vectors ŷp and ŷ0 replacing the

usual rab and rbc bond vectors. In that case, the direction of the force that the atoms are subjected

to is given by − dφ
drα

l
, where rα

l is the α component of the vector pointing to atom l. Here, the

angle is defined in a fixed molecular frame relative to the position at t = 0 and so the only force

direction required is that on the point, P = C+ ŷp, where C is the instantaneous center of mass of

the molecule and thus the origin of the molecular frame. This force direction is given by,

f α
p =− dφ

dyα
p
, (6)

and is perpendicular to the vector ŷpwhile lying in the plane shared by ŷp and ŷ0. Thus,

f̂ p = |ŷp × (ŷp × ŷ0)|

= |ŷp × ẑ0|,
(7)

using �z0 = �yp ×�y0 which follows from the definition of the vectors and is apparent from Figure 1.

The force produces a torque on the molecule whose direction is along �z0,

τ̂z0 = ŷp × f̂ p. (8)

The torque acts on the molecule as a whole, and from it the forces on individual atoms can be

calculated. Remembering that as per the metadynamics algorithm, the magnitude of the force

comes from the derivative of the biasing potential, dVb
ds , the total force on an atom, k, in the molecule

is given by

f k =
1
N

dVb

ds
1
|�yk|

(�yk ×�z0), (9)

where �yk is the vector pointing from the center of mass of the molecule to atom k but projected

onto the x0y0 plane, and N is the total number of atoms in the molecule.
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We have shown previously using unbiased MD simulations that the movement of OFN molecules

is governed principally by their in-plane rotation,32 the definition of which is described above.

However, the molecules do have further degrees of freedom and can also tilt out of plane and roll.

To further investigate the effect of the tilt, exploratory 2D metadynamics simulations were run that

used the in-plane rotation and out-of-plane tilt of a single OFN molecule as CVs. The resulting

FES, shown in Figure S1, demonstrates that the out of plane tilt varies in total by approximately

20–30◦ across the full range of in-plane orientations with the most favorable positions lying within

5–10◦ of the minimum energy path between the four wells. Most importantly, the FES does not

have any kinks or bottlenecks that could result in significant changes in the behavior of the in-plane

rotations. Therefore, although neglecting these extra degrees of freedom will affect the accuracy of

the reconstructed FESs, as is discussed further in the results, the impact is expected to be limited.

Simulation details

The simulations were run using DLPOLY 2.20,72 making use of its rigid body dynamics module

to treat all of the octafluoronaphthalene molecules in the simulation cell as rigid bodies. To ensure

that this treatment did not affect their rotational behavior, an unbiased 20 ns simulation was run

and compared to the flexible 100 ns simulation we have reported previously.32 The rigid 20 ns

simulation, and all of the metadynamics simulations described subsequently, were run at 290 K,

and use the same simulation cell as had been constructed for the 100 ns run, with 144 molecules

total, corresponding to a periodic 4 x 6 x 6 arrangement along the x, y, z directions, respectively.

Details of how this cell was constructed from the disordered crystal structure are given in the

original reference,32 along with the full simulation details for the 100 ns run. The modified OPLS

charges and van der Waals parameters detailed in that work were also used here.

The 20 ns rigid simulation used a time step of 1 fs, with an initial equilibration period of 500 ps.

The Ewald sum method was used to calculate the long-range electrostatic interactions, with the

same 1.4 nm cutoff as used for the van der Waals interactions. The Nosè Hoover algorithm73 was

used to maintain constant temperature and pressure, with 1 ps relaxation times for both the barostat
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and thermostat. Trajectory snapshots from every 0.5 ps of the 20 ns production run were used in

the analysis.

y

z

1

2

3

Figure 2: A slice through the yz plane of the OFN simulation cell illustrating the relative posi-
tions and labeling of the molecules whose orientations were used as collective variables in the 3D
metadynamics simulations.

An additional metadynamics module, implementing biased rotational motion (as described

above) and including both the standard and the smoothly converging form of the algorithm, was

written and incorporated into the the DLPOLY 2.20 program. Simulations were run either bias-

ing the orientation of a single molecule (1D) or simultaneously biasing the orientations of three

vertically neighboring molecules (3D), as shown in Figure 2. The molecules used for metadynam-

ics accelerated sampling were picked to be near the center of the simulation cell to simplify the

analysis by avoiding any complications caused by them crossing periodic boundary conditions.

The simulation parameters for the metadynamics runs matched those from the rigid 20 ns run.

The reference molecular orientation used in the metadynamics calculation was taken as that of

the molecule in the first simulation step, before equilibration, and therefore corresponded to the

molecular orientation in the crystallographic unit cell. Values for the metadynamics parameters

were estimated from examples available in the literature, with particular heed taken to the descrip-

tions provided by Refs. 38 and 74 for the standard form of metadynamics and Ref. 71 for the

smoothly converging formulation. In each case δ s was limited to around 5–10◦ by the width of the

wells in the FES as estimated from standard MD. Exploratory metadynamics runs were then used
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to coarsely assess the speed and accuracy of simulations using the other parameters by comparison

with the FES from standard MD. More efficient sampling was apparent when the full rotation of

the molecules was observed in short (< 1ns) simulation times. For the 1D runs using the standard

metadynamics algorithm (labeled MT) the biasing potential was added to every 250 MD steps

(τG = 250 fs) with wells of width, δ s = 5 or 8◦, and heights, w = 0.1 or 0.25 kJ mol−1 making

four runs in total; the smoothly converging (labeled SC) runs all used δ s = 8◦ and a deposition

rate of ω = 1 kJ mol−1 ps−1 with ∆T = 600, 900 or 1200 K and τG = 100, 250 or 500 fs, making

nine runs in total. The 3D runs only used the SC form of the algorithm, again with δ s = 8◦ and

ω = 1 kJ mol−1 ps−1, and with ∆T = 1200 or 1500 K and τG = 100 or 250 fs, making four runs

in total. All the metadynamics simulations were run for 10–12 ns.

Results

Comparison of rigid and flexible simulations

A comparison of the free energy profiles for the rotation of OFN molecules in the simulations

using rigid and fully flexible force fields is shown in Figure 3. Here, Boltzmann inversion is used

to obtain the free energy profiles directly from angle populations. Both profiles show the presence

of four distinct energy wells corresponding to the four orientations adopted by the OFN molecules,

labeled A–D, each of which is separated by approximately 40◦. Although the extent of sampling of

these wells appears to be slightly different in the two profiles, with the rigid simulation achieving

better sampling of the extreme positions labeled A and D, the energy barriers to jumps between

adjacent orientations remain the same. Overall, the profiles are very similar and it is clear that the

use of the rigid force field does not significantly alter the rotational behavior of the molecules.

The results in Figure 3 emphasize the poor sampling that is achieved in unbiased MD simula-

tions, as neither simulation completely explores the molecular orientations associated with the four

main energy wells. This is the case even though both simulations represent a significant amount

of simulation time and that the statistical averaging is performed over all 144 molecules in the
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Figure 3: Comparison between the free energy profiles for the rotation of octafluoronaphthalene
molecules in rigid and fully flexible simulations. An average is taken over all of the time steps
and over all of the molecules in the simulation cell. Energies are defined relative to the maximum
value in each free energy profile. This approach is adopted throughout to improve the clarity of
the following figures. It is worth noting that the agreement between the curves would be further
emphasized if the more common approach of setting the energies relative to the minimum value
were used.

simulation cells. Moreover, evidence from simulations at higher temperatures (390 K) has shown

that 180◦ rotations of the molecules are possible, but not a single example of this is seen in the

ambient temperature simulations.

Metadynamics in 1D

With the initial challenge being to fully explore the energy profile for the rotation of OFN molecules

at ambient temperature, metadynamics was performed using the orientation of one molecule as the

only collective variable. Both the standard and smoothly converging forms of the algorithm were

employed for this purpose and are directly compared for their efficacy. However, to ensure that the

long runs using the standard metadynamics did not overfill the wells, the symmetry of the OFN

molecules about their C2 rotation, and hence the symmetry of the expected FES, was used to define

a point at which the construction of the FES could be stopped. A parameter, χ was defined as the

sum difference between 180◦ rotated sections of the FES,

χ =
0◦

∑
φ=−180◦

|F(φ)−F(φ +180◦)|, (10)

and the construction of the FES halted (retrospectively) when it was at its minimum.
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The reconstructed FES from a selection of the metadynamics runs are shown in Figure 4(a)

alongside the unbiased simulation results presented above. The acceleration in the sampling af-

forded by using metadynamics is clear; the full rotational energy profiles of the molecules are

sampled in very little simulation time, including the full rotation of the molecule. In fact, sampling

this full rotation is facile in metadynamics and was seen in < 50 ps of simulation time in pilot runs

using coarser parameters. There is quite a high degree of variation between the different runs, due

to overfilling of individual wells, as is clear in the SC:500-1200 profile around well C’, and due to

some asymmetry in the extent of the filling in each half of the profiles. Other differences between

the profiles could be caused by changes in other important degrees of freedom that are not explic-

itly accounted for, such as the out-of-plane tilt of the molecules, which may alter the effective FES

at a given point in the simulation. These effects should average themselves out over time, but it

is possible that this averaging is not complete on these surfaces with multiple energy wells, where

the simulation trajectory spends relatively little time in each well.

Plotted in Figure 4(b) are profiles representing the average FESs, taken over all of the metady-

namics runs for the MT and SC forms of the metadynamics algorithm. These average runs compare

extremely favorably with each other, differing by no more than 2–3 kJ mol−1 at any given value

of the collective variable, φ . They also follow the basic shape and magnitude of the results from

the unbiased simulations, particularly in the regions where the standard MD achieves a high level

of sampling, around wells B and C. The excellent agreement between the averaged FESs suggests

that the slower degrees of freedom do reach an equilibrium over a time scale spanning the many

simulations.

The evaluation of the barrier heights, listed in Table 1, further shows there to be a strong

agreement between the different runs. The values quoted in Table 1 are estimated from the average

FESs, along with the standard error from the deviation in barrier heights from all of the other

metadynamics runs in each set about the average values. The barrier heights from the two different

types of metadynamics runs agree with one another to within their standard error in almost every

case, and the relatively low error values indicate a narrow distribution in barriers obtained from
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each of the individual runs. The barrier heights from the unbiased simulations for the well-sampled

jumps between wells B and C further validate the metadynamics runs, especially in their ability to

distinguish the asymmetry in the jumps between B and C.

Figure 4: 1D FESs from the MT and SC metadynamics simulations, with the unbiased results
displayed for comparison. (a) Results from four of the metadynamics simulations. The legend titles
reflect the metadynamics parameters with the format MT:τG-w-δ s and SC:τG-∆T . (b) Average
FESs from the MT and SC metadynamics runs.

It is gratifying to see that metadynamics works well for this simple case employing a single

collective variable. As the reconstructed energy profiles agree very well with the minimum energy

pathway recovered from the unbiased, flexible MD simulations, it is also clear that the collective

variable chosen very closely traces the minimum energy path followed by the reorientation of

the molecules. We note that in this case, it is also possible to apply alternative techniques such

as umbrella sampling,39 the nudged elastic band method,75 or even newer techniques such as

statistical temperature thermodynamics.76,77
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Table 1: Barrier heights from the average histograms for the MT and SC sets of metadynam-

ics runs. Estimates of the errors are calculated from the deviation of the energy barriers in

the individual runs from those of the average histograms.

Barrier heights / kJ mol−1

Barrier MT SC Unbiased
A→D’ 35.4 ± 1.9 36.8 ± 1.9 -
A→B 13.1 ± 1.7 13.4 ± 1.2 -
B→A 24.5 ± 1.4 25.5 ± 0.7 -
B→C 16.9 ± 0.8 15.5 ± 1.8 14.7
C→B 18.4 ± 2.4 16.4 ± 1.4 16.1
C→D 35.3 ± 2.5 34.0 ± 1.9 -
D→C 17.3 ± 0.4 15.5 ± 1.1 -
D→A’ 40.7 ± 3.3 39.4 ± 1.6 -

Metadynamics in 3D

Previous unbiased MD results of the OFN system suggested that there may be some correlation

between the orientations of the vertically neighboring molecules, with a slight preference observed

for neighbors to occupy the same orientation.32 This correlation would manifest itself in small

modifications to the effective rotational FES of each individual molecule as the orientations of

its neighbors change. Reliably estimating such small changes requires a very high level of sam-

pling that would be unfeasible to achieve using unbiased MD simulations. However, as the results

above suggest, the efficiency of the metadynamics algorithm should provide a route to achieve suf-

ficient sampling to allow correlations between molecular orientations to be probed. This is done

by expanding the CV space to three dimensions to simultaneously bias the orientations of three

neighboring molecules. This configuration and the labeling of the three molecules is shown in

Figure 2.

To minimize the complexity of this problem, which would otherwise require the complete

exploration of a 3D FES with 512 energy minima (8 wells in each dimension, 83 in total), the

calculations were modified to treat molecular orientations 180◦ apart from one another as being

identical, allowing the CV space to be limited to a 180◦ span with periodic boundary conditions.

This is equivalent to filling up both sides of the FES simultaneously, leaving only four energy wells
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in each dimension, 64 in total.

Figure 5: 2D slices taken through the 3D FES obtained from the average of the 3D metadynamics
simulations. Each slice corresponds to a distinct orientation of the middle molecule, as indicated
by the title above each plot.

The results from the simulations are shown in Figure 5, using the average FES of the four SC

runs described in the method. Normal MT runs were not included as there was no good way to

decide the stopping point of the simulations and therefore the FES would likely be overfilled. The

contour plots shown are 2D slices through the 3D FES at discrete positions of the middle molecule

that correspond to it sitting at the bottom of each of the four energy wells (see the individual plot

titles). The plots therefore represent how the energy surface explored by the outer two molecules

changes with the instantaneous orientation of the middle molecule in the stack. The basic form of

each of the four surfaces demonstrates that all of the 64 wells have been explored to some extent

which shows that a very high level of sampling has been achieved compared to unbiased MD

simulations. Moreover, the changes in the FESs seem to be quite systematic upon the reorientation
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of the middle molecule, with the regions of lowest energy in each surface tracking the orientation

of molecule 2.

Figure 6: 1D slices taken through the average 3D FES obtained from the 3D metadynamics sim-
ulations. The slices represent 1D FESs of the middle molecule when the two other molecules are
at positions corresponding to the bottom of each of the four energy wells, indicated by the gray
shaded region in each plot. The average FES from the 1D SC metadynamics runs is also plotted
for reference (dotted lines).

To emphasize the changes in the FES of the individual molecules upon their neighbor’s reorien-

tation, we focus on 1D slices through the energy profiles, showing the FES for the reorientation of

molecule 2 (the middle molecule) when its vertical neighbors occupy discrete positions. The four

slices corresponding to the points at which the two neighbors simultaneously occupy the bottom of

wells A–D are shown in Figure 6, with the 1D SC metadynamics results also plotted as a reference.

The plots show clearly how the orientational FES of one molecule is influenced by its neighbors’

positions: the depth of the wells at and near the correlated positions become deeper, making the

barriers for leaving these states slightly higher, while in most cases the barriers for jumps into these

correlated positions are also reduced. All of these effects indicate a preference for the neighboring

molecules to assume the same, or similar, orientations. These nearest neighbor correlations are
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expected, and can be explained by the preferential charge interactions between the carbon atoms

in the ring of one molecule and the fluorine atoms on the next, with the overlap between them

maximized when the two neighboring molecules have the same orientation. This phenomenon is

also evident in the low temperature (III) phase of octafluoronaphthalene, where the structure fol-

lows that of the dynamic, ambient temperature form but with reduced symmetry due to the motion

of the molecules being frozen out. In this structure, the molecules in each stack assume the same

orientation as one another, with the molecules in alternating stacks assuming the equivalent of the

B and C orientations. The occupation of the B and C orientations at low temperatures is unsurpris-

ing as they are shown to be the lowest energy orientations in the FES, while the preference for the

molecular orientations to order within each stack confirms the favorable energetics associated with

the correlated orientations.

To investigate these effects further, the methodology described here could be extended by de-

veloping a metadynamics collective variable that includes and accelerates the sampling of the

orientations of all of the molecules in the cell simultaneously. Although outside of the scope of the

current work and its applications to exploring the varied interactions in molecular machines, this

approach would yield further insight into the correlated motions of molecules in a whole simula-

tion cell and would be a general approach to investigate phase transitions in molecular crystals and

other homogeneous, dynamic solids.

Although the form of the motion of individual molecules is quite simple and accessible to unbi-

ased MD at elevated temperatures, the extent of the sampling required to fill the large, complicated,

3D space defined here rules out the use of standard MD. The use of metadynamics has allowed the

energy surface to be explored fully, and accurately enough to show subtle differences in molecular

behavior as the local environment of the molecules changes. Specifically, as its neighbor rotates

into a new position, the rotational energy profile of a molecule is modified so as to favor a rotation

towards the orientation of that neighbor. This effect would be difficult to observe experimentally

by either NMR or diffraction measurements, but is confirmed by the biased simulations presented

here and corroborated by the low temperature behavior of the material.
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Conclusions

We have demonstrated the utility of the metadynamics algorithm in exploring the free energy sur-

face defining the motional degrees of freedom of a system of interacting molecules, using the

plastic crystal, octafluoronaphthalene as a test system. This compound contains stacks of individ-

ually rotating molecules that can assume discrete orientations. It has been shown that applying the

metadynamics algorithm with a single molecular orientation as the collective variable allows the

full and accurate exploration of the orientational FES for the individual OFN molecules in very

short simulation time (< 50 ps), a feat that was not possible in 100 ns of unbiased simulations at

the same temperature. By expanding the approach and assigning the orientation of three neighbor-

ing OFN molecules as separate collective variables it has also been possible to explore the effect

of correlations between them and observe how the effective rotational energy profile of a given

molecule changes depending on the orientations of its closest neighbors. This required the accu-

rate determination of a 3D free energy surface with a complicated topology, which would not have

been possible using unbiased molecular dynamics simulation.

Although resembling a mechanical cog and ratchet system in its form, the overall functionality

of this set of interacting molecules in the octafluoronaphthalene crystal is limited. However, the

techniques applied in this study are highly suited to the evaluation of the correlated motions of

molecular degrees of freedom in crystalline systems, as will be desired in engineered, crystalline

molecular machines, where it would be possible to account for each degree of freedom in a given

molecular machine as a separate collective variable so that the full energy surface for the machine’s

function can be reconstructed. The vast reduction in computational cost should also make elaborate

analyses more feasible.

Supporting Information

A plot of the 2D FES explored by the in-plane rotation and out-of-plane tilt of a single OFN

molecule, as estimated by a 2D smoothly converging metadynamics run using these quantities as
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CVs. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org
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